
WALKING IN SARDINIA
Galway walking club– 2015 – rev2
Dates : Sun. 11th of Oct. to Sun. 18th of Oct. 2015
Minimum group size: 20 people.

8 days / 7 Nights. From 16 years old.
Accommodation: Comfort Physical rating: Moderate

Walk one of the wildest Islands in the Mediterranean
With its stark beauty, crystal clear waters, golden beaches and 
undulating limestone ridges, it’s easy to see why Sardinia is considered
one of the Mediterranean’s finest gems. Based in the Cala Gonone 
area, we explore on foot the idyllic forest-framed coastline of the north
and the rugged rocky mountains of the south, walking through valleys,
gorges, peaks and spectacular turquoise bays. In addition to its serene
natural beauty, Sardinia is also a place of great historic interest and 
during the week we have the chance to visit the famous monolithic 
monuments built by the Nuraghi peoples, one of the main prehistoric 
Mediterranean civilisations.
Everyday two levels of walks will be offered, both with a 
professional mountain leader.

Day 1: Arrival - Transfer from to Cala Gonone
Pick up at Alghero Airport to match the Ryanair flight from Dublin and 
transfer to Cala Gonone (around 2 hours 30 minutes transfer) to the 3 
star family run hotel San Francisco ideally located in the centre of Cala 
Gonone. You will arrive with time to settle into your room, and perhaps
take a short stroll around the area. Discover the superb a pine-shaded 
promenade, the seaside resort which still has the family-friendly vibe 
of the small fishing village it once was.
Briefing in the evening with your local about the program of the week.
Dinner included.

Day 2: Walk around Monte Tului.
We start with a nice orientation walk through a maze of old paths 
around Monte Tului (916m), which boasts one of the most beautiful 
views of the Gulf of Orosei along with the mountainous inland around 
Dorgali. We pass some fascinating old shepherds' huts to witness the 
traditional Sardinian way of life.
The harder walk will start from Cala Gonone and the Easier walk from 
the tunnel at the foot of Monte Tului. 
Breakfast and dinner included.
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Day 3: Nuraghic village of Serra Orrios
Today is a walking but also sightseeing day. Explore Nuraghic village of
Serra Orrios, with its complex circular huts dating back to the Bronze 
Age; relax on an idyllic sandy beach.
Transfer (4 wheel drive / Minibus) to the site of the renowned Giants 
Tomb for a short visit. We then continue on to the site of the Serra 
Orrios, one of the most famous of the Nuraghes villages. The 
Nuraghes, cone tomb-like towers positioned around the island, are the 
symbols of Sardinia and of its unique ethnicity. After the walk we enjoy
a swim for lunch at one of the most beautiful beaches on the island, 
surrounded by rocks, pinewoods and lush Mediterranean scrub. After 
lunch we visit Grotta degli Ispinigoli home to the longest stalactite-
stalagmite column in Europe. 
Breakfast included – Dinner not included.

Day 4: Visit Gorropu Gorge
Today you will visit Italy's deepest natural canyon. After a transfer by 
local transport (Minibus or 4 wheel drive), the easier walk will start 
from the Sa Barva Bridge and the harder walk from the Passo Genna 
Silana.  The canyon is high, narrow, vertical and reach 200 metres and
is considered as the deepest and roughest natural gorge in Europe.  
Weather permitting, there is chance this afternoon for a little swim in 
the river's clear pools. 
Breakfast included – Dinner not included.

Day 5: Free Day
Today is free to explore the archaeological sites of the Dorgali region, 
take an optional self-guided walk or simply relax by the beach and 
enjoy the leisurely Sardinian lifestyle. You can enjoy a wonderful boat 
trip to Blue Marino Grotto (dependent on weather conditions).
Breakfast and dinner included.

Day 6: Tiscali Village
After a transfer by local transport (Minibus or 4 wheel drive), the easier
walk will start from the Lanaitho valley and the harder walk from the 
Oddoene valley. Tiscali is built in a huge cave inside Monte Corrasi and 
it is speculated that its inhabitants hid here from the Romans. Today 
offers probably the most challenging walks of the week.
Breakfast included – Dinner not included.

Day 7: Cala Luna  - Caves and cliffs
After a transfer by local transport (Minibus or 4 wheel drive), the easier
walk will start from the Bucchi Arta and the harder walk from Cala 
Gonone.  Cala Luna this is also considered one of the most beautiful 
beaches in the Mediterranean, here there will be time to explore the 
large caves and perhaps watch the rock climbing. The walk back to 
Cala Gonone starts through a vast forest and gulleys, with occasional 
views of the coast. At the end of the walk at Cala Gonone we will have 
time for a very welcome drink and the opportunity for a swim before 
we return to Cala Gonone.
Breakfast and dinner included.

Day 8: FAREWELL!                                                                         
Time allowing, spend the morning relaxing or exploring the village, 
before your airport transfer to match Ryanair flight flight from Alghero 
to Dublin.
Breakfast included.
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Dates and Price

 2015 – Walking in Sardinia Price per person €

Price per person (based on 2 people sharing) 8 days/ 7 nights. € 695

Discount if more than 25 people coming € 15

Single Room supplement for the week (limited places) € 140

NOTES: 
● France Outdoors reserves the right to cancel a day if the 

weather does not permit the practice of walking in safe 
conditions. In this event an alternative walk or a visit of interest 
will be offered.

● All walks can be extended (or reduced) if the group wishes to 
walk further (or less) than on the itinerary originally planned. 
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THIS TRIP INCLUDES (8 days/ 7 nights):

● Private group transfer from Alghero Airport to the San Fancisco Hotel***, and return.
● 2 International mountain leaders to guide two levels of walks during the trip.
● Private minibus / 4 wheel drive transfers during the trip.
● 7 nights in the San Francisco Hotel (Based on two people sharing). The San Francisco 

Hotel is a 3-star hotel, excellently situated , and a few minute's walk form the harbor.
● 7 breakfasts.
● 4 evening meals in the hotel. 

THIS TRIP DOES NOT INCLUDE:
● Return flight Dublin airport to Alghero, Ryanair.
● Individual insurance.
● Lunches.
● 3 evening meals. Day 3, Day 4 and Day 6.
● Beverages during the trip and at hotel.
● All extras not included in the itinerary pages 1 & 2 or mentioned as optional.



Cala Gonone maps and airport
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Check list and Notes
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NOTES:

- Physical Demand rating: This trip is rated as Moderate to Challenging. This depends on the type of
activity you will choose during the week and if the walks are extended or not.

- Moderate: This means it includes hiking and other activities which require only an moderate level of
fitness to enjoy (Being able to walk 5 hours maximum including breaks, 700m climb). 

- Challenging: This means it includes hiking and other activities which require a good level of fitness to
enjoy (8 hours walk maximum including lunch time and breaks,  with 1100m ascent and 18km of
distance maximum). 

- The accommodation is rated as Comfort: This means all rooms are en suite, the hotel has a solid
reputation for cleanliness and food quality.

- France Outdoors reserves the right to cancel a day if the weather does not permit the practice of
walking in safe conditions. In this event an alternative walk or a visit of interest will be offered.

- All walks can be extended (or reduced) if the group wishes to walk further (or less) than on the
itinerary originally planned. 

- Anyone under 18 years old must be accompanied by a legal guardian.

CHECK LIST:

Walking boots.
Water proof gear.
Waterproof jacket- breathable.
Fleece jacket.
Micro fleece and mountain t-shirts, if possible avoid cotton t-shirts.
Hat and cap, bandanna could be helpful.
Scarf.
Gloves.
Shorts and swimwear.
Rucksack 30 Litres mini.
Sun protection, eye protection.
Don’t forget your own medication (if any).
Water Bottle camel pack 1,5 litre minimum.
Walking sticks.



Payment:
Deposit of € 200 per person should be transferred as early as possible to avoid disappointment, and 
before the 30th April 2015.
Once you transfer the deposit you will receive a receipt and the invoice for the balance of payment. 
Balance should be transferred no later than 30 days prior to start date.
All optional activities (except supplement single room) are payable on site.
Please make payment using:

• Bank transfer, no extra cost if you ask for a regular transfer -  around 5 days (not a fast transfer 
for which you have to pay), don't forget to mention your name to France Outdoors to the following 
banks details:
Bank Name: CREDIT AGRICOLE, Caisse regionale ALPES PROVENCE
BIC: AGRIFRPP813
IBAN: FR76 1130 6000 6280 8909 0300 069

• Credit card over the phone (€10 extra per pers.), ring France Outdoors, we will call you back 
immediately.

• On line, email us to request this option (Supplement €10 per person to cover Bank fees), we will 
send you back a link to pay on line on our bank secure system.

Send Booking form To:
Please remember to fill in (page 8) and sign off (page 9) this Booking Form, and send to: 
-France Outdoors; Le Village;  05190 Breziers, France.
-Or send by email a scanned version of the signed document to contact@franceoutdoors.com
-Or send by fax at 00 (33) 95 66 63 841 

Cancellation Policy:
All cancellations must be remitted in writing. Cancellations received 30 days prior to tour or more will be 
subject to a €200 administration fee. For cancellations received less than 30 days prior to tour date, full 
tour costs will be assessed. We strongly recommend the purchase of Trip Cancellation Insurance as this is 
the only way you will receive a full refund if your trip has been paid for in full.
See VHI for trip insurance.
No refunds will be made for a cancellation during the course of the tour, nor for unused portions of the 
trip, nor for any changes, upgrades, adjustments made during the course of a tour. Exceptions to this 
cancellation policy cannot be made for any reason. Non-payment of your trip balance by the due date will 
be considered a cancellation, and your space will be offered to the next person on our waiting list.

Level of walks
Following the itinerary proposed, there will be a choice of two levels of walking, the two levels will be led 
by qualified international mountain leaders. One leader for around 15/20 people. 
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Sharing
The accommodation is based on double occupancy and the rooms are standard double or twin rooms with 
en suite. If you want to share with someone specific please send your booking forms together or mention 
the name of the person you would like to share with on the comment section of the booking form page 9. 
Single rooms are limited, therefore it is advised to confirm single rooms as soon as possible.

Optional activities
All optional activities are payable on site.

Flight details
The package does not include flights.
The airport transfers will be organised to match the Ryanair flights from Dublin to Alghero (Day 1) and 
from Alghero to Dublin (Day 8).

Flight delays, cancellation and insurance
On the event of flight cancellation or delay which may disrupt the itinerary of the first few days of trip, 
please make sure you have the relevant travel insurance so alternative arrangements can be made 
without  too much cost to you. Unfortunately flight delays and cancellation have become more 
commonplace and  depending on the circumstances the airlines may make alternative arrangements at no
extra cost, but additional costs may well be involved in the form of onward flight arrangements, transfers 
and accommodation. It is important that your travel insurance covers you against these and in order to 
facilitate your claim for any delays etc., it is your responsibility to collect all relevant documentation from 
the airline in order to process the claim correctly and speedily.

Flight timings, routes and schedule changes
Please note airline schedules and times may be subject to change. Unfortunately, airlines change their 
schedules regularly; we cannot be held responsible for any changes after the booking date but will advise 
you about revised times should any changes occur. 
If the flight times or departure airport is crucial to your arrangements we advise you to call us and 
confirm the most recent flight information before making any other arrangements.

Insurance – Are you adequately covered?
It is a condition of joining any of our holidays that you must be insured against medical and personal 
accident risks (to include repatriation costs and air ambulance or helicopter rescue services where 
appropriate). You must be sure that you are covered for any activities that you intend to take part in.
We will request the details of your insurance phone number and policy number at the start of the trip as 
well as an emergency contact number. 

Any Questions?  Contact Vincent Lamy, from France Outdoors, vincent@franceoutdoors.com
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Price:    As per details on pages 1,2,3 and 4.

Total package cost for 8 days/ 7 nights based on 2 people sharing room  - Excluding flights
=  (dead line deposit 30th April 2015)

€ 695

Supplement Single for the week. € 140 

Dates: From___________________________To_____________________________________

Flights details: _______________________________________________________________

Mobile number (Participant 1):___________________________________________________

Address (Participant 1):________________________________________________________

Mobile number (Participant 2):___________________________________________________

Comments: (special diet,sharing...):_______________________________________________

Participant 1, Please fill in your details below:

First name as per passport:

Surname as per passport:

Email Address:

Supplement single please circle yes/no: Yes No

Participant 2, Please fill in your details below:

First name as per passport:

Surname as per passport:

Email Address:

Supplement single please circle yes/no: Yes No

Total number of participants:

Grand total (package, supplement single) €:

Grand total Deposit (€200) * (number of participants) €:
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Terms and Conditions: 
I have read the itinerary on pages 1 to 5 and accept France Outdoors documented terms and 
conditions page 6 et 7.

Name (participant 1):____________________________

Signature (participant 1): _________________________

Name (participant 2- if applicable):__________________

Signature (participant 2): _________________________
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